Abstract. Contact graphs are a special kind of intersection graphs of geometrical objects in which the objects are not allowed to cross but only to touch each other. Contact graphs of simple curves, and line segments as a special case, in the plane are considered. The curve contact representations are studied with respect to the maximal clique and the chromatic number of the represented graphs. All possible curve contact representations of cliques are described, and a linear bound on chromatic number in the maximal clique size is proved for the curve contact graphs.
Intersection and contact graphs
The intersection graph of a set family M is de ned as a simple graph G with the vertex set V (G) = M and the edge set E(G) = fA; Bg M j A 6 = B; A \ B 6 = ; . Intersection graphs of geometrical objects attract much attention, owing to their various practical applications. For us, it is interesting to mention several works on the intersection graphs of curves or line segments in the plane 1], 9], 10].
A special type of geometrical intersection graphs|the contact graphs, in which the geometrical objects are not allowed to cross but only to touch each other, are considered. Unlike the general intersection graphs, only a few results are known in this eld. There is a nice old result of Koebe 8] , concerning representations of planar graphs as contact graphs of circles in the plane. In 3] a similar result about contact graphs of triangles is derived. The contact graphs of line segments are considered in works of de Fraysseix, de Mendez, Pach, and of Thomassen: It is proved that every bipartite planar graph is a contact graph of vertical and horizontal line segments 2], and for general contact graphs of line segments, with contact of 2 segments in one contact point, a characterization is given in 13] .
Following the ideas of intersection graphs of curves and of contact graphs of segments, we de ne contact graphs of simple curves in the plane, with contacts of more curves in one contact point allowed (only \one-sided" contacts), see also 6], 7]. Our paper deals with the curve contact representations of complete graphs, and the maximal cliques and chromatic number in the curve contact graphs. A related basic paper 7] concerns inclusions among various classes of the curve contact graphs and the recognition problem for them. The complete proofs may be also found in technical report 5].
Basic Concepts of Curve Contact Graphs
Simple curves of nite length (Jordan curves) in the plane are considered. Each curve has two endpoints and all of its other points are called interior points; they form the interior of the curve. We say that a curve ' ends in (passes through) a point X if X is an endpoint (interior point) of '. A point C is a contact point of a representation R if it is contained in at least two curves of R, and its degree is the number of curves of R containing C; a contact point of degree k is called a k{contact point. In Figure 1 , an examples of a curve contact representation and its contact graph are given. For a better view, every contact point is emphasized by a circle around it. Note that for any k{contact point C either all k curves containing C end in C or one curve is passing through C and the other k ? 1 curves end in C. h h Fig. 2 . The di erence between one-sided and two-sided contact points
For our research, it is important to distinguish between \one-sided" and \two-sided" contact points|whether the other curves of the contact point are only on one side of the passing curve, or on both sides of it, see Figure 2 (not every two-sided contact graph has a one-sided contact representation!). We may formally de ne a one-sided contact point as a contact point C in which either all of its curves end, or there exists a curve % passing through C such that for all other curves 1 ; : : : ; k?1 ending in C, the cyclic order of the curves outgoing from C is %; %; 1 ; : : : ; k?1 . In this paper we will consider only one-sided contact representations, that seem to be better re ecting the natural meaning of a contact.
A representation R is called a k{contact representation if each contact point of R has degree at most k, the same de nition is applied to line segment representations.
A representation R is said to be simple if each pair of curves from R has at most one common contact point. Both these properties of representations are transferred to contact graphs, and we refer to them as k-contact or simple contact graphs in the obvious sense. It is clear that every line segment contact representation is simple; also every 2 or 3{contact representation can be rearranged to be simple but there exist 4{contact graphs with no simple contact representations, see 7] .
We say that two contact representations R; S are similar if there are bijections f between R and S, and g between the contact points of R and S, such that % ends in (passes through) X i f(%) ends in (passes through) g(X). Similarity of representations clearly implies that the contact graphs are isomorphic. The next theorem enables us to handle a curve contact representation easier and to describe it using polynomial space (see 7] for the proof and for another possible description of a contact representation by the incidence graph). Theorem 1. For each contact representation R, jRj = n, there exists a representation S similar to R, so that each curve from S is a piecewise linear curve with its vertices embedded on a grid of size O(n) O(n).
With this nice embedding of a contact representation at hand, it is not di cult to nd a planar drawing for any 3{contact graph (details can be found in 5]): Lemma 2.1. Every 3{contact graph of curves is planar. Some of the further proofs use the following two operations to change a contact representation (and consequently the contact graph): A trivial operation is removing a curve from a contact point. A more involved one is the operation of splitting a contact point X of curves %; 1 ; : : : ; k along the curve %|it produces a contact representation in which the contact point X is replaced by k new 2{contact points X 1 ; : : : ; X k of the pairs of curves % 1 ,. . . ,% k (see Figure 3) . The representation obtained is, for simplicity, referred by the same symbols as the original one. Clearly, using the piecewiselinear embedding from Theorem 1, these operations may be applied to any contact representation. 2 
Contact Representations of Complete Graphs
It is easy to represent any complete K m by a line segment contact representation, consisting of a \star" of m segments with a common endpoint. However, we study the problem of which complete graphs are representable with bounded contact degrees. The largest possible complete contact graphs are shown in Figure 4 , their maximality is proved next. In fact, it is derived that only two general types (with an exception of K 4 ) of contact representations of cliques are possible, one of them is a simple representation. Observation. In Figure 4 , there are shown schemes (for every k 2) of a line segment k{contact representation of K k+1 , of a simple 2{contact representation of K 4 , and of a k{contact representation of K b 3 2 kc .
Observation. If there were a line segment 2{contact representation R of the graph K 4 , it would contain 6 contact points. But the convex hull of R must be polygon with at least 3 vertices, and each of these vertices either is a free endpoint of a segment, or is a contact point with 2 ending segments. Thus the representation R needs at least 6 + 3 = 9 endpoints of only 4 segments, a contradiction. 2 Note that we cannot apply them to general two-sided contact representations.
Lemma
subrepresentation of the non-planar graph K 5 . Otherwise we take 3 curves % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 with a common contact point X. Since the contact degree of X is at most k, there exist two other curves 1 ; 2 not containing X. By simplicity of R, the curves % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 have pairwise no point in common except X, therefore % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 ; 1 ; 2 form a 3{contact subrepresentation of the graph K 5 , a contradiction to Lemma 2.1. 2
The proof of the upper bound on the size of complete graphs representable by general k{contacts is more involved, and we divide it into a sequence of three lemmas.
We say that a representation R contains a three-bunch of curves % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 with common contact points X; Y if X 6 = Y and fX; Y g % 1 \ % 2 \ % 3 (in fact, in such situation % 1 \ % 2 \ % 3 = fX; Y g holds, see the next lemma). Lemma 3.2. Let R be a contact representation containing a three-bunch % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 with contact points A; B, and let 2 R be another curve touching all three curves % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 .
Then contains at least one of the points A; B. Sketch of proof. The validity of this technical lemma is almost evident. It can be proved by a contradiction|adding new curves ; into contact points A; B, and then splitting A; B along ; would produce a 3{contact representation of the non-planar graph K 3;3 . 2 Lemma 3.3. Let R be a contact representation, X; Y; Z some of its contact points, and % 1 ; % 2 ; : : : ; % 6 2 R curves such that X 2 % 1 \ % 2 \ % 3 \ % 4 but X 6 2 % 5 % 6 , Y 2 % 3 \ % 4 \ % 5 \ % 6 but Y 6 2 % 1 % 2 , and Z 2 % 5 \ % 6 \ % 1 \ % 2 but Z 6 2 % 3 % 4 , If another curve 2 R touches all the curves % 1 ; : : : ; % 6 , then contains at least two of the points X; Y; Z. Proof. Note that f ; % 1 ; % 2 ; : : : ; % 6 g is a contact representation of the graph K 7 . The assumptions of the statement are schematically shown in Figure 5 . For a contradiction, suppose X; Z 6 2 .
We take the subrepresentation S = f ; % 1 ; % 2 ; % 3 ; % 5 g R of a graph K 5 in which the contact points X; Y; Z have degrees at most 3. If there exists a contact point T of degree greater than 3 in S, distinct from X; Y; Z, then in the case T 2 we split T along , otherwise we simply shorten some curve ending in T. Finally, we get a 3{ contact representation S 0 of the graph K 5 , a contradiction to Lemma 2. Many graph problems that are hard in the general case, can be solved quickly for special intersection graphs. For example, it is easy to nd the chromatic number, the maximal clique or the maximal independent set of an interval graph. We show that the maximal clique of a curve contact graph can be found in polynomial time if its contact representation is given, while the chromatic number and the independent set size remain NP-complete under the same assumption.
Based on the results of the previous section, it is easy to describe all possible shapes of cliques in a contact representation R of a graph. Theorem 3. If S R, jSj 6 = 4, is a subrepresentation of a clique in the contact graph G(R), then either there is a contact point contained in all curves of S except at most one, or there are three contact points such that each curve of S contains at least two of them.
Proof. It is straightforward from Lemmas 3.1,3.4. 2 Corollary 4.1. There exists a polynomial algorithm that for given contact representation R of a graph G nds the maximal clique of G.
Proof. The algorithm is an easy consequence of Theorem 3. It examines sequentially all the contact points for an existence of the rst type clique, and then all triples of contact points for an existence of the second type clique. If the clique found is smaller than 4, the algorithm must also check all quadruples of vertices for the 4-clique. The only problem is in the form of the input representation (not to be too large)| either it can be given as the embedding from Theorem 1, or better in the form of the incidence graph (describing the incidences between curves and contact points, see 7] ). Further we show that the contact graphs are \almost perfect", i.e. their chromatic number is bounded by a linear function of the maximal clique size. However, an in nite sequence of contact graphs, for which the chromatic number grows faster than the maximal clique, is constructed.
These results may be compared with other kinds of intersection graphs. The interval graphs, as a special case of perfect graphs, have always the chromatic number equal to the maximal clique. On the other hand, for intersection graphs of curves no bound on the chromatic number with respect to the maximal clique is known. Lemma 4.3. The chromatic number of a k{contact graph is at most 2k.
Proof. For k = 2; 3, the statement follows from Lemma 2.1 and the \Four-colour" theorem.
Otherwise we take an arbitrary k{contact representation R of a graph G, n = jV (G)j, and for each curve % 2 R we denote by i(%) the number of other curves of R that end in interior points of %. Obviously, P 2R i( ) 2n, because in each contact point only one curve can pass through, so each end of a curve is counted at most once.
If there exists a curve 2 R for which i( ) 1, the vertex in the graph G(R) has degree at most 2(k ?1)+1 = 2k ?1, thus we may proceed by induction with a smaller representation R n f g and then colour the vertex .
The remaining case is that for all 2 R, i( ) 2. From the inequality P 2R i( ) 2n it is straightforward i( ) = 2 for all , and in the sum an equality holds which means that each curve % 2 R must end in an interior point of another curve. Therefore the degrees of contact points are bounded by 3 and this is the case discussed rst. 2 
Concluding Remarks
We have shown a simple characterization of subrepresentations of cliques in contact graphs of curves in the plane. It is interesting to ask how this result depends on the topological structure of the plane|since our proofs were based on the fact that K 5 and K 3;3 are not planar graphs. However, considering surfaces of higher genus seems to change the situation only for low contact degrees: For example, if we take simple contact representations of curves on the torus, we nd a 2{contact representation of K 5 and a 3{contact representation of K 7 , but to represent K k for k 8 we already need a (k ? 1){contact simple representation. This observation can be proved by counting endpoints of the curves, without taking the topological structure into account. We think that for general contact graphs the situation is similar (compare with Lemma 3.4), so we conjecture a negative answer to the following question, concerning general contact graphs.
Problem. Is, for every k, the graph K n , n = b 3 2 kc+1, a k{contact graph of curves on the torus (or on some surface of higher genus)?
We have also considered a relation between the maximal clique size and the chromatic number of a contact graphs. The proof of Lemma 4.3 uses the structure of the plane only for k = 2; 3 (this is necessary due to the existence of the above mentioned representations of K 5 and K 7 on the torus), for higher k it is independent of the topology. As proposed by A. Kostochka, it is possible to improve the bound of Lemma 4.3 to 2k ? 1 for k large enough. Generally, it seems that this bound can be improved much more, especially for simple contact representations. Problem. Is it right that for a simple k{contact graph G, (G) k + o(k) (or even (G) k + const)? Problem. Determine R = lim sup n!1 cn n , where c k is the maximal chromatic number over all k{contact graphs (we know 1:25 R 2).
